MILITARY COURSWARE

PRELIMINARY MARKSMANSHIP INSTRUCTION
PMI is a self-paced interactive courseware designed
specifically for small arms development, sustainment and
qualification straight from FM 3-22.9. Individuals practice
grouping and advance to the zeroing phase once six rounds
fall within the 4cm diameter circle. When the service member
achieves an optimum shot group, the zeroing process will walk
them through adjusting physical sights on simulated weapons
to obtain the required six rounds within the 4cm circle on the
target to pass.

Upon successful zeroing, individuals will transition directly to the
US Army rifle qualification course and qualify using all tables and
appropriate rounds. An AAR will illustrate each shot location and
differentiate tables by color. Final scores will post for review and
results can be printed or exported to a spreadsheet for training records.
PMI features a comprehensive library of training courses, such as the
standard 300m BRM popup range (as described in FM 3-22.9), pistol
qualification ranges, KD practice ranges, ALT-C, and Military Police
qualification ranges.

KNOWN DISTANCE RANGE

JTS

Featuring milspec targetry in vivid 1080P virtual immersion, KD Range is a
fundamental element of Laser Shot’s comprehensive marksmanship instruction
curriculum, adhering to the doctrinal standards of military field manuals. This
virtual version of real-world marksmanship instruction includes functions
designed to enhance the warfighter’s training experience and provide instant
feedback to the instructor, such as a responsive LOMAH indicator (Location
of Misses and Hits) in the peripheral view of the warfighter, which displays
instant shot placement without the need to interrupt the sight picture. 

Laser Shot’s Judgmental Training Software (JTS) improves
effective use of force procedures using high definition
interactive simulation scenarios. These scenarios
are created from anticipated threats or previous realworld situations. Leaders can evaluate performance
with comprehensive AAR features within JTS and coach
based on current engagement policies. While training,
the instructor can manually direct the scenario to create
multiple outcomes based on the student’s interaction,
reinforcing communication and deeper understanding of
the use-of-force continuum.

Additionally, this powerful courseware visualizes both POA and POI (pointof-aim and point-of-impact) to the warfighter to clearly conceptualize the
relationship between where the weapon is aimed and the impact location
of the virtual bullet based on the type of firearm / round type ballistics and
distance in the virtual environment. These added features greatly reduce
the amount of time required for a warfighter to become proficient with their
weapon system at varied distances.
CURRICULUM: A KD range has three primary objectives: fire tight shot groups
at a known distance, make sight adjustments at range while experiencing the
effects of wind and gravity, and marksmanship testing. The firing task on
a KD range is an intermediate step toward the firing task of a warfighter.
Information concerning the precise hit-or-miss location of every bullet fired
is provided. KD firing is conducted with a single, clearly visible target at a
known distance, and the warfighter can establish a position that provides a
natural point of aim on that single target.

VIRTUAL BATTLESPACE 3
Laser Shot’s MMTS uses VBS3 and can easily integrate
with networking multiple units or combining to existing
US military assets that utilize VBS3 for larger collective
training exercises. Endless training scenarios can be
created and edited as needed to adjust to specific training
requirements. The VBS3 Tactical Weapon Simulator
modules included are specifically written to integrate
real or simulated weapon training simulations that can
be employed for both individual and small unit tactical
exercises.
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